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1. Introduction

In this paper we set out to revisit some basic variational aspects of An-
alytical Mechanics in one independent variable, in a way that would be
most appealing to those who are being introduced to Mechanics while hav-
ing some background in elementary Functional Analysis. A slightly longer
version [7], written in Italian, is going to appear in a supplementary vol-
ume to the reedition of the classical 1923 Lectures in Rational Mechanics
by Levi-Civita and Amaldi [9].

We are going to start with Hamilton’s principle, that we will state for
systems that admit a Lagrangian function, that is just assumed to have
continuous first partial derivatives. This minimal regularity is by no means
new, even though it is unusual in Mechanics textbooks. We think that it
leads to a more general and elegant theory, that may be useful also outside
of Mechanics.

We will then proceed to Emmy Noether’s theorem, a result whose first
formulation goes back to 1918 in the context of PDE, and is still today an
active source of inspiration for physical theories. We will only treat the one
independent variable, ODE case.
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In our opinion the usual treatments of Noether’s theorem overburden the
statement, by requiring that the one-parameter family qσ(t), that extends
the natural motion q0(t), to be of the form (σ, t, q, q̇), or even that qσ be
a group with respect to the parameter σ, although the proof does not
exploit such assumptions. Moreover, some authors spare the reader some
work by curtailing the statement so much that neither the time change nor
the term introduced by Bessel-Hagen (1921) are mentioned, and therefore
cannot even deduce conservation of energy (as in the otherwise excellent
book by Arnold [1]). Here we adopt the suggestions contained in an article
by Lévy-Leblond [10], and thereby use Bessel-Hagen’s term, that we call
here BH-function, but not the time change. Strictly speaking our setting
will not be the same as Noether’s original one, but it is equivalent, as
was observed by Boyer (1967). Our treatment is new in that it is divided
into two distinct parts. The first part is a very easy, abstract and general
proof that a certain quantity is a constant of motion. The second part
is a strategy for finding first integrals, centered around what we call the
total derivative condition (formula (18)), that unifies all the applications
of the theorem that we will give. The interested reader may consult our
specialized paper [8], that contains more historical details, and where we
explain the interplay between the BH-function and time change, and how
the constants of motion can well take an integral form.

In Section 5 we will show some examples to illustrate Noether’s theorem
and to highlight the novelties of our approach, in particular the center role
of the BH-function and of the total derivative condition, the possibility of
BH-functions of functional type, and the computation of functions that are
constant along particular motions. Among the examples, our treatment of
the Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector is different, and somewhat simpler, than the
one usually found in the literature; it is basically taken from our paper [8]
on Noether’s theorem, but rewritten in a more familiar vector notation.

Next topic will be the local least Hamiltonian action, in Section 6. We
will treat Lagrangians L(t, q, q̇) of general form with Legendre condition, de-
fine the second variation of the Hamiltonian action, and give a new detailed,
elementary proof of the local theorem of least Hamiltonian action, using
neighbourhoods in the C1 norm (as explained in Definition 2, page 265).
As functional analysis tools we only require the most basic properties of the
L2 norm. Our technique is inspired by the one used in Giovanni Gallavotti’s
book [4, n. 3.3], who however restricts to not fully general Lagrangians and
refrains from introducing a topology in the space of motions. Nowhere else
in the literature on this topic have we found an approach as elementary
and direct as this one. Fox [3, sec. 2.4] makes his proof in the scalar case
using a technique originated by Jacobi, with only an outline for the vector
case [3, sec. 3.3], and he only deals with proving the local minimum along
each direction. A version of the theorem can be proven for neighbourhoods
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in the C0 norm, as done for example by Buttazzo, Giaquinta and Hilde-
brandt [2, theor. 1.33] and Troutman [13, sec. 9.8], but their techniques of
fields of extremals are much more advanced.

In the last Section we deal with time-independent Lagrangians that are
the difference between a homogeneous quadratic kinetic energy and a po-
tential energy, what we call Jacobi Lagrangians, dwelling in particular on
the geodesics. We will take the opportunity to work out two geodesic ex-
amples in the framework of Noether’s theorem. Last, we will discuss the
Jacobi metric, which, in a sense, reduces the Jacobi Lagrangians to the
geodesics.

2. Notations

We will denote with Rn the usual n-th dimensional Euclidean space, with
x ·y the scalar product and with ‖x‖ =

√
x · x the norm. In dimension 3 we

will also use symbols like ~r,~v for vectors and × for the cross product. The
symbol q will denote either a vector in Rn or vector function of one variable,
as appropriate to the context. The gradient of a scalar function q 7→ f(q)
of n variable will be either ∂qf(q) or ∇f(q), and regarded as a vector in Rn.
To help the reader get used to our notations, here is Taylor’s second-order
formula for a scalar function f of two vector variables p, q ∈ Rn:

f(p+ h, q + k) = f(p, q) + ∂pf(p, q) · h+ ∂qf(p, q) · k +

+
1
2
h · ∂2

p,pf(p, q)h+
1
2
k · ∂2

q,qf(p, q)k + h · ∂2
p,qf(p, q)k +

+ o(‖p‖2 + ‖q‖2) .

For a matrix A, the symbol ‖A‖ will be the operator norm, that is, the
smallest real number such that ‖Ax‖ ≤ ‖A‖ · ‖x‖ for all vectors x.

When working with functionals on infinite-dimensional spaces, we will
talk of Fréchet differential instead of gradient. Our notation will be F ′(q)[h]
to mean the differential of q 7→ F (q) at the point q in the direction h, that
is, F ′(q) will be the linear operator that maps h to the directional derivative
limλ→0(F (q+λh)−F (q))/λ. We will similarly treat the second differential
F ′′(q)[h, k] as a bilinear form.

Given a compact interval I = [a, b] ⊂ R, the set C0(I,Rn) of the contin-
uous functions from I to Rn is a Banach space with the norm

‖q‖C0 := sup
t∈I

‖q(t)‖Rn . (1)

Also C1(I,Rn) is a Banach space with the norm

‖q‖C1 := ‖q‖C0 + ‖q̇‖C0 , (2)
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and we will use its closed linear subspace C1
0 (I,Rn) of the functions q ∈

C1(I,Rn) that vanish at the endpoints: q(a) = q(b) = 0.

3. Hamilton’s principle

In this and in the next Sections we will try to make statements more
readable by assuming a Lagrangian L defined unrestrictedly on R×Rn×Rn.
The results hold true, with only marginal retouching, also when the domain
of L is a nonempty open subset of R× Rn × Rn.

Given a C1 Lagrangian function L : R × Rn × Rn → R, let us consider
the following action functional

SI(q) :=
∫

I
L
(
t, q(t), q̇(t)

)
dt , (3)

defined on the functions q ∈ C1(I,Rn). Sometimes it is called Hamiltonian
action, to distinguish it from different action functionals that are found in
the literature [4, concluding comments to Chapter 3]. This functional SI

is Fréchet differentiable and its differential is

S′I(q)[h] =
∫

I

(
∂qL

(
t, q(t), q̇(t)

)
· h(t) + ∂q̇L

(
t, q(t), q̇(t)

)
· ḣ(t)

)
dt (4)

for all h ∈ C1(I,Rn). If we take differentiability for granted, the formula
for S′I(q)[h] can be easily obtained from the directional derivatives

∂

∂h
SI(q) =

d

dλ
SI(q + λh)

∣∣∣
λ=0

.

by derivation under integral sign.
Here is what is meant by stationary action and Hamilton’s principle:

Definition 1 (Fixed-endpoints stationarity). Let L : R×Rn ×Rn → R be
a C1 Lagrangian function. We will say that the action SI is fixed-endpoints
stationary at q ∈ C1(I,Rn), or that q is fixed-endpoints stationary for SI ,
if S′I(q)[h] = 0 for all h ∈ C1

0 (I,Rn). In the sequel, “stationary” will always
be an abbreviation for fixed-endpoint stationary.

Theorem 1 (Hamilton’s Principle). Let L : R×Rn×Rn → R be a C1 La-
grangian function. The motion q ∈ C1(I,Rn) is stationary for the action SI

if and only if it satisfies Lagrange equation
d

dt
∂q̇L

(
t, q(t), q̇(t)

)
− ∂qL

(
t, q(t), q̇(t)

)
= 0 ∀t ∈ I; (5)

or, more precisely, if and only the mapping t 7→ ∂q̇L(t, q(t), q̇(t)) is C1 and
equation (5) holds. In this case we will also say that q is a natural motion
(for the given Lagrangian).
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In the Calculus of Variations, equation (5) is called Euler, or Euler-
Lagrange equation. We omit the proof, because it is standard in textbooks,
even though it usually assumes more smoothness than we do here. The
minimal regularity version that we show in our parent work [7] is taken
from Italian references.

A first consequence of Hamilton’s principle is that stationarity is a local
property with respect to time, in the sense that q is stationary for SI if
and only if all t0 ∈ I have a connected neighbourhood J (in the relative
topology of I) such that the restriction of q to J is stationary for SJ .

When the C1 motion q : I = [a, b] → Rn is natural, the action differential
can be rewritten in a simpler, integral-free form:

S′I(q)[h] = ∂q̇L
(
b, q(b), q̇(b)

)
· h(b)− ∂q̇L

(
a, q(a), q̇(a)

)
· h(a) (6)

for all h ∈ C1(I,Rn), not necessarily vanishing at the endpoints. In fact,
integrating formula (4) by parts we get

S′I
(
q
)
[h] =

[
∂q̇L

(
t, q(t), q̇(t)

)
· h(t)

]t=b

t=a
+

+
∫

I

(
∂qL

(
t, q(t), q̇(t)

)
− d

dt
∂q̇L

(
t, q(t), q̇(t)

))
· h(t) dt

(7)

and the last integral vanishes because of Lagrange equation.
Among the natural motions q(t), there does not necessarily exists one

that has preassigned values at the endpoints of I, and, if it exists, it may not
be unique. Think for example at the harmonic oscillator, whose Lagrangian
is L(t, q, q̇) = (q̇2−q2)/2. Since all solutions to Lagrange equation q̈+q = 0
are 2π-periodic, we can assign values in 0 and in 2π only if they coincide.
Moreover, there are infinitely many solutions such that q(0) = 0 = q(π).

Also, it is readily verified that two Lagrangians L, L̃ yields the same
Lagrange equations whenever they differ by the total time derivative of
some smooth function f(t, q)

L̃(t, q, q̇) = L(t, q, q̇) + ∂tf(t, q) + ∂qf(t, q) · q̇ . (8)

Replacing L with such a L̃ in the calculations is called “gauge” transform.

4. Noether’s theorem

In this section we ask the reader to differentiate between the concepts of
“constant of motion” and of “first integral”, that are usually interchange-
able. By first integral we mean a function of the finite set of variables
(t, q, q̇) which is constant whenever it is evaluated along a natural mo-
tion q(t). Instead, by constant of motion we mean a quantity which is
constant in t, but which may depend on the motion q(t) not necessarily
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through the current position and velocity, but possibly also through other
values at other times. In the instance that we have in mind, the constant
of motion will generally involve integrals of functions of t, q(t), q̇(t). Also,
we will not require that the quantity be constant for all natural motions,
but possibly for single selected motions only.

The version of Noether’s theorem that we present here, in its full gener-
ality, will provide constant of motions, in the sense explained above. We
think that the proof will be much simpler and more natural this way.

Theorem 2 (Noether). Let L : R × Rn × Rn → R be a C1 Lagrangian,
I0 be an interval, let (σ, t) 7→ qσ(t) be a C2 map from R × I0 to Rn, and
(σ, t) 7→ G(σ, t) be a C2 function (that we will call Bessel-Hagen function,
or simply BH-function) from R× I0 to R, such that t 7→ q0(t) be a natural
motion, and, finally, that the following “infinitesimal invariance up to BH-
function” condition holds:

∂

∂σ

(
L
(
t, qσ(t), q̇σ(t)

)
+ ∂tG(σ, t)

)∣∣∣
σ=0

= 0 ∀t ∈ I0 . (9)

Then the function

t 7→ ∂q̇L
(
t, q0(t), q̇0(t)

)
· ∂σqσ(t)|σ=0 + ∂σG(σ, t)|σ=0 (10)

is constant on I0.

Proof. Let I = [a, b] ⊆ I0 and define

f(σ) := SI(qσ) +G(σ, b)−G(σ, a) . (11)

The mapping σ 7→ qσ has C1 Fréchet regularity if seen from R with values
in C1(I,Rn). The mapping σ 7→ SI(qσ) is the composition of two Fréchet
differentiable mappings, so that it is itself Fréchet differentiable, and its de-
rivative at σ = 0 can be written using the special form (6) of the differential
that holds for natural motions:

f ′(σ) = S′I(qσ)[∂σqσ] + ∂σG(σ, b)− ∂σG(σ, a) ,

f ′(0) = ∂q̇L
(
b, q0(b), q̇0(b)

)
· ∂σqσ(b)|σ=0 + ∂σG(σ, b)|σ=0 −

− ∂q̇L
(
a, q0(a), q̇0(a)

)
· ∂σqσ(a)|σ=0 − ∂σG(σ, a)|σ=0 . (12)

On the other hand, bringing the derivative under the integral sign, we have
that

∂

∂σ
SI(qσ) =

∫
I

∂

∂σ
L
(
t, qσ(t), q̇σ(t)

)
dt .

As for the BH-function, we can write

∂

∂σ

(
G(σ, b)−G(σ, a)

)
=

∂

∂σ

∫ b

a
∂tG(σ, t)dt =

∫ b

a
∂σ∂tG(σ, t)dt .
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Hence, by using the assumption (9),

f ′(0) =
∂

∂σ

(
SI(qσ) +G(σ, b)−G(σ, a)

)∣∣∣
σ=0

=

=
∫

I

∂

∂σ

(
L
(
t, qσ(t), q̇σ(t)

)
+ ∂tG(σ, t)

)
dt
∣∣∣
σ=0

=
∫

I
0 dt = 0 .

By combining this result with (12) we obtain that the function (10) has
the same value at t = a and t = b. Since a, b are arbitrary in I0, the
function (10) is actually constant on I0. �

We have made the statement simple by assuming that the function (σ, t)
7→ qσ(t) be defined on R×I0. Alternatively, we may require it to be defined
on an open subset of R× R that contains the vertical segment {0} × I0.

Of course, the infinitesimal invariance condition (9) is surely implied by
the stricter “finite invariance” up to a BH-function:

L
(
t, qσ(t), q̇σ(t)

)
+ ∂tG(σ, t) does not depend on σ . (13)

In integral terms, what is invariant is the function f of formula (11), which
is defined as the sum of the action and the increment of the BH-function. In
the Calculus of Variations textbooks the analogous notion, in the context
of more independent variables, is called invariance up to a divergence.

We have chosen the letter G for the BH-function because it is connected
with the concept of “gauge-variance” described by Levy-Leblond [10].

In our statement of Noether’s theorem we have given equal prominence
to the family qσ(t) and to the term G. Actually, what is important is qσ,
because a G that makes the theorem work is easily found as a consequence,
for instance

G(σ, t) := −
∫ t

t0

L
(
s, qσ(s), q̇σ(s)

)
ds , (14)

for an arbitrary constant t0 ∈ I0, or, alternatively, the following, which is
linear with respect to σ:

G(σ, t) := −σ
∫ t

t0

∂

∂σ

(
L
(
s, qσ(s), q̇σ(s)

))∣∣∣
σ=0

ds ; (15)

other choices are conceivable, provided that they do not change what is
essential here, that is, the partial derivative ∂2

σ,tG for σ = 0. The non-
linear choice (14) yields a constant function f , i.e., what we called finite
invariance.
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These G functions, if replaced in formula (10) all give the following con-
stant of motion:

t 7→ ∂q̇L
(
t, q0(t), q̇0(t)

)
· ∂σqσ(t)|σ=0 −

∫ t

t0

∂

∂σ

(
L
(
s, qσ(s), q̇σ(s)

))∣∣∣
σ=0

ds,

(16)
which involves an integral along the motion, and hence it is not a first inte-
gral in the usual sense. If this were not enough, also the term ∂σqσ(t)|σ=0

does not clearly appear to be a function of (t, q, q̇). In stating our version of
Noether’s theorem, we may have even chosen to bypass any mention of G
and exhibit directly the constant of motion (16). We prefer to give G a role
of its own, however, also because in many examples it lends itself to useful
mechanical interpretations.

Noether’s theorem, as presented above, would be of modest interest, if
it did not happen that there exist rare and precious choices of the La-
grangian L and of the family qσ for which q0 can be a generic natural
motion, and moreover we can write

∂σqσ(t)|σ=0 = ϕ(t, q0(t), q̇0(t)) , (17)
∂

∂σ

(
L
(
t, qσ(t), q̇σ(t)

))∣∣∣
σ=0

=
d

dt

(
ψ
(
t, q0(t), q̇0(t)

))
, (18)

for suitable functions ϕ,ψ of the variables (t, q, q̇), if necessary by exploiting
the hypothesis that q0(t) solves Lagrange equation. Formula 18 will be
called total derivative condition. In such cases we can take as G the function

G(σ, t) := −σ · ψ
(
t, q0(t), q̇0(t)

)
. (19)

Then the constant of motion simplifies to a proper first integral in the usual
sense: a function of finite number of variables (t, q, q̇)

∂q̇L(t, q, q̇) · ϕ(t, q, q̇)− ψ(t, q, q̇), (20)

which will be constant whenever evaluated along a natural motion q0(t).
All applications that we are going to see of Noether’s theorem will follow

the same unified steps: write the family qσ, find a ψ that satisfies the total
derivative condition (18), write the corresponding G from (19), and finally
see what the first integral (20) looks like in that special situation.

5. Applications of Noether’s theorem to first integrals

In this Section, and later concerning geodesics, we review a choice of
the most notable systems where Noether’s theorem can be applied, each
detailed with its Lagrangian L, the family qσ, the BH-function G and the
first integral.
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5.1. Energy. We start with the important special case when L is inde-
pendent of time, that is, L(t, q, q̇) = L(q, q̇). Then any regular vector
function q(t) (natural motion or not) can be embedded into a time-shift
family

qσ(t) = q(t+ σ) , (21)
defined for the couples (σ, t) ∈ R×R such that t+σ ∈ I0. We can compute
the two relations

∂σqσ(t)|σ=0 = q̇(t) , (22)
∂

∂σ
L
(
t, qσ(t), q̇σ(t)

)∣∣∣
σ=0

=
d

dt
L
(
q(t), q̇(t)

)
. (23)

that fit into the pattern of equations (17) and (18). If we set

G(σ, t) = −σL(q(t), q̇(t)) (24)

we see that the infinitesimal invariance (9) holds. Then the natural motions
are granted by Noether’s theorem the conservation of energy, that is, the
first integral

∂q̇L(q, q̇) · q̇ − L(q, q̇) . (25)
This way of deriving the conservation of energy is not the most common in
the literature, but it was promoted by Lévy-Leblond [10], and we share his
view.

We can obtain the same first integral with a BH-function that gives finite
invariance, as with the one of formula (15) or with the following variant

G̃(σ, t) =
∫ t+σ

t
L
(
q(ξ), q̇(ξ)

)
dξ (26)

This G is nonlinear in σ and is not a function of (σ, t, q(t), q̇(t)). It leads
to finite invariance, because the quantity

L
(
t, qσ(t), q̇σ(t)

)
+ ∂tG̃(σ, t) =

= L
(
q(t+ σ), q̇(t+ σ)

)
−
(
L
(
q(t+ σ), q̇(t+ σ)

)
− L

(
q(t), q̇(t)

))
=

= L
(
q(t), q̇(t)

)
is independent of σ. On the other hand, with such an integral BH-function
we can reasonably expect a mere constant of motion, and not generally a
bona fide first integral.

5.2. Momentum. Suppose that L(t, q, q̇) be invariant in the direction of
the vector u ∈ Rn:

L(t, q + σu, q̇) ≡ L(t, q, q̇) ∀t, σ ∈ R, q, q̇ ∈ Rn . (27)
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Given any smooth q(t), consider the space-shift family

qσ(t) := q(t) + σu, (28)

It is clear that the finite invariance condition (13) holds simply with G ≡ 0.
Noether’s theorem then ensures that the component of the momentum in
the u direction

∂q̇L
(
t, q(t), q̇(t)

)
· u (29)

is a constant of motion. It is also evidently a first integral.

5.3. Free fall. Let us see how the simple problem of the free fall can fit
into Noether’s theorem and gauge transforms. Consider the free fall of a
point weight q = (x, y, z) in R3, with the positive z axis pointing downward,
and with no air resistance. The Lagrangian is

L(q, q̇) =
1
2
‖q̇‖2 + (0, 0, g) · q =

1
2
‖q̇‖2 + gz . (30)

The Lagrange equation is q̈ = (0, 0, g).
We observe first that the Lagrangian is time-independent, so that the

energy

∂q̇L(q, q̇) · q̇ − L(q, q̇) = q̇ · q̇ − L(q, q̇) =
1
2
‖q̇‖2 − gz . (31)

will be preserved along the free falls. Another straightforward invariance
is with respect to the horizontal translations: taken a horizontal vector
u = (u1, u2, 0) we can define the family (28) and obtain the conservation of

∂q̇L(q, q̇) · u = q̇ · u = u1ẋ+ u2ẏ .

Since this happens for any u1, u2 ∈ R, we deduce that the horizontal com-
ponents ẋ, ẏ of the velocity are constant.

A third invariance is less obvious. Consider the family of the vertical
translations

qσ(t) := q(t) + (0, 0, σ) . (32)
The Lagrangian itself is not invariant, but still we can successfully try the
total derivative condition (18)

∂

∂σ
L
(
qσ(t), q̇σ(t)

)
= g = ∂2

σ,t(σgt) ,

which suggests the term
G(σ, t) := −σgt .

The consequence is that along any free fall the following time dependent-
first quantity is conserved:

∂q̇L
(
q(t), q̇(t)

)
· ∂σqσ(t)|σ=0 + ∂σG(σ, t)|σ=0 = ż − gt, (33)
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which we can combine with ẋ, ẏ, to obtain a vector first integral

q̇ − (0, 0, gt) . (34)

The free fall can be described also with a different Lagrangian:

L̃(t, q, q̇) = L(q, q̇) + ∂t(−gtz) + ∂q(−gtz) · q̇ =
1
2
‖q̇‖2 − gtż . (35)

As we remarked at the end of Section 3, this is a gauge transform, that does
not change the Lagrange equation. The Lagrangian L̃ has one advantage:
it is independent of q. This means that there is finite invariance under the
space-shift family qσ(t) := q(t) + σu for any direction u ∈ R3, with G ≡ 0.
The resulting first integral is ∂q̇L̃ · u = (ẋ, ẏ, ż − gt) · u, which leads again
to (34).

The new Lagrangian L̃ has a drawback, of course: it is time-dependent,
so that the conservation of energy is not automatic any more. Let us take
the same time-shift family qσ(t) = q(t + σ) as in (21), and rework the
calculation (23) for L̃:

∂

∂σ
L̃
(
t, q(t+ σ), q̇(t+ σ)

)∣∣∣
σ=0

=
d

dt
L̃
(
t, q(t), q̇(t)

)
− (∂tL̃)(t, q(t), q̇(t)) =

=
d

dt
L̃
(
t, q(t), q̇(t)

)
+ gż(t) =

d

dt

(
L̃
(
t, q(t), q̇(t)

)
+ gz(t)

)
.

This suggests the new term

G̃(σ, t) := −σ
(
L̃(t, q(t), q̇(t)) + gz(t)

)
, (36)

which gives infinitesimal invariance
∂

∂σ

(
L̃
(
t, qσ(t), q̇σ(t)

)
+ ∂tG̃(σ, t)

)∣∣∣
σ=0

≡ 0 .

With G̃ we recover the conservation of energy:

∂q̇L̃
(
t, q(t), q̇(t)

)
· ∂σqσ(t)|σ=0 + ∂σG̃(σ, t)|σ=0 =

= q̇ · q̇ − gtż − L̃− gz =
1
2
‖q̇‖2 − gz .

5.4. Angular Momentum. Let us consider the Lagrangian of a point
mass in R3 that is subject to a central field force, possibly time-dependent:

L(t, ~r,~v) :=
1
2
m‖~v‖2 − U

(
t, ‖~r‖

)
. (37)

We will need some preliminaries on space rotations. Given a vector ~u =
(u1, u2, u3), let A~u be the skew-symmetric matrix defined by the action
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A~u ~r = ~u× ~r, where × is the cross product. In components

A~u =

( 0 −u3 u2

u3 0 −u1

−u2 u1 0

)
. (38)

Then the matrix exponential eσA~u is a rotation matrix: it is orthogonal
because (

eσA~u
)T = eσAT

~u = e−σA~u =
(
eσA~u

)−1 ;

and it has positive determinant, since (det eσA~u)2 ≡ 1 and at σ = 0 the
continuous function σ 7→ det eσA~u has value 1. For example, if we choose
~u = ~e3 = (0, 0, 1) we get

eσA~u =
∞∑

k=0

σk Ak
~u

k!
=
(

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

)
+ σ

(
0 −1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0

)
− σ2

2!

(
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0

)
+

− σ3

3!

(
0 −1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0

)
+
σ4

4!

(
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0

)
+ · · · =

(cosσ − sinσ 0
sinσ cosσ 0

0 0 1

)
,

which is a rotation of angle σ around the axis ~e3.
Given now a generic smooth ~r(t) and a direction vector ~u, define the

space rotation family
~rσ(t) = eσA~u ~r(t). (39)

There is finite invariance with null G:
∂

∂σ
L
(
t, ~rσ(t), ~̇rσ(t)

)
= 0

since
‖~rσ(t)‖ = ‖~r(t)‖ , ‖~̇rσ(t)‖ = ‖~̇r(t)‖ .

We can apply Noether’s theorem and obtain the following first integral
along all solutions to Lagrange equation:

m~̇r(t) · ∂
∂σ

eσA~u ~r(t)
∣∣∣
σ=0

= m~̇r(t) ·A~u e
σA~u ~r(t)

∣∣∣
σ=0

=

= m~̇r(t) ·A~u ~r(t) = m~̇r(t) · ~u× ~r(t) = ~u · ~r(t)×m~̇r(t) .

Even more, since ~u is arbitrary, we deduce that the vector-valued angular
momentum

~r ×m~v . (40)

is a first integral.
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5.5. Kepler’s problem. The Lagrangian of Kepler’s problem is

L(t, ~r,~v) =
1
2
m‖~v‖2 +

k

r
, ~r ∈ R3 \ {0}, (41)

where r = ‖~r‖, m, k > 0, with its associated Lagrange equation

m~̈r = − k

r3
~r . (42)

Since L is obviously both time-independent and central, we can apply the
results above and get two first integrals: energy and angular momentum

1
2
m‖~v‖2 − k

r
, ~r ×m~v . (43)

Kepler’s problem exhibits one further vector first integral, variously known
as Runge-Lenz or Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector

m~v × (~r ×m~v)− mk

r
~r (44)

that we will deduce below, and that makes Kepler’s system superintegrable.
Goldstein [6] reports that this vector was discovered independently by var-
ious authors, starting from Jakob Hermann and Johann Bernoulli (1710)
and then Laplace (1799), and that it was crucial in deriving the emission
spectrum of the hydrogen atom. For curved noncircular Kepler orbits, it
can be easily shown that the Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector points in the di-
rection of the point of minimum r along the orbit, what is usually called the
perihelion. For more about the mechanical meaning the reader can refer
for example to the textbook by Goldstein, Poole and Safko [5, sec. 3.9].

5.5.1. Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector. We will prove the constance of the vec-
tor (44) using Noether’s theorem. This will require a nontrivial choice for
the family ~rσ(t). Let us start with an arbitrary smooth ~r(t) = ~r0(t), that
does not go through the origin, and a vector ~u ∈ R3. We want to define
~rσ(t) so that

~u ·m~v × (~r ×m~v) = ∂~vL
(
t, ~r0(t), ~̇r0(t)

)
· ∂σ~rσ(t)|σ=0. (45)

A suitable choice is
~rσ(t) = ~r(t) +m

(
~r(t)× ~r(t+ σ)

)
× ~u , (46)

as can be seen by noticing that

∂σ~rσ(t)|σ=0 =
(
~r(t)×m~̇r(t)

)
× ~u . (47)

Let us compute the left-hand side of equation (18):
∂

∂σ
L
(
t, ~rσ(t), ~̇rσ(t)

)∣∣∣
σ=0

=
(
m~̇rσ(t) ·∂σ~̇rσ(t)− k

‖~rσ(t)‖3
~rσ(t) ·∂σ~rσ(t)

)∣∣∣
σ=0

.
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If we now add the assumption that ~r(t) = ~r0(t) is a Kepler motion, that is,
a solution to Lagrange equation (42), we can check that

∂σ~̇rσ(t)
∣∣
σ=0

= 0.

Replacing this into (47) we can further compute and find a total derivative:

∂

∂σ
L
(
t, ~rσ(t), ~̇rσ(t)

)∣∣∣
σ=0

= − k

r3
~r ·
(
~r×m~̇r

)
×~u = − k

r3
~r×
(
~r×m~̇r

)
·~u =

= − k

r3
~u ·
(
~r
(
~r ·m~̇r

)
−m~̇r r2

)
=

d

dt

(mk
r(t)

~r(t) · ~u
)
.

There is then infinitesimal invariance with the following BH-function

G(σ, t) = −σ mk

r(t)
~r(t) · ~u. (48)

The associated conserved quantity is found to be the scalar product of ~u
with the Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector.

Notice that here we needed to use Lagrange equation explicitly to prove
the infinitesimal invariance. In the previous examples Lagrange equation
were only involved implicitly when finally invoking Noether’s theorem,
which states that the first integral is indeed constant along all natural
motions.

5.5.2. Constants along single motions. Let us show how our formulation
of Noether’s theorem 2 can yield a function that is constant along a single
natural motion, but not along others. Fix a radius R > 0 and consider the
following family of uniform circular motions around the origin in R3 with
a time-shift:

~rσ(t) := eωσR
(
cos(ω(σ + t)), sin(ω(σ + t)), 0

)
, where ω =

√
k/(mR3).

(49)
Within this family, the only Kepler motion is the one for σ = 0. However,
there is infinitesimal invariance of the Kepler Lagrangian with G ≡ 0:

∂

∂σ
L
(
t, ~rσ(t), ~̇rσ(t)

)∣∣∣
σ=0

=
∂

∂σ

(
mR2ω2

2
e2ωσ +

k

R eωσ

) ∣∣∣
σ=0

= 0.

Applying Noether’s theorem we get that twice the kinetic energy t 7→ m ·
‖~̇r0(t)‖2 is constant along that single natural motion r0(t). Of course, it is
not constant along most Kepler motions.
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5.6. A separated degree of freedom. In a recent work [14] the author
introduced the following Lagrangian, with its associated Lagrange equa-
tions:

L(x, y, ẋ, ẏ) = ẋẏ − g(x)y, (50)

ẍ = −g(x), ÿ = −g′(x)y, (51)

where g ∈ C1 in a neighbourhood of 0 in R, g(0) = 0, g′(0) > 0. The
dynamic is interesting because the origin is weakly unstable for almost all
choices of the function g, whilst for some exceptional g there is superinte-
grability with isochrony. For all g the system has the following two first
integrals:

H(x, y, ẋ, ẏ) = ẏ ẋ+ g(x)y , K(x, ẋ) =
ẋ2

2
+ V (x), (52)

where

V (x) :=
∫ x

0
g(s) ds .

Let us see how H and K can be obtained from Noether’s theorem. What is
obvious at once is that the Lagrangian is time-independent, so that there is
invariance under the time-shift family qσ(t) = (x(t+ σ), y(t+ σ)), leading
to the conservation of energy, which is H.

As for K, we can use the family

qσ(t) =
(
x(t), y(t) + σẋ(t)

)
.

The Lagrangian along this family is

L(qσ, q̇σ) =
(
ẏ − σg(x)

)
ẋ− (y + σẋ)g(x).

Let us try the total derivative condition (18), using explicitly the Lagrange
equations (51)

∂

∂σ
L(qσ(t), q̇σ(t))

∣∣
σ=0

= −2g(x)ẋ = −2
d

dt
V
(
x(t)

)
.

Indeed there is infinitesimal invariance up to the BH-function

G(σ, t) = 2σV
(
x(t)

)
, (53)

whence the conservation of K:

∂q̇L
(
q(t), q̇(t)

)
· ∂σqσ(t)|σ=0 + ∂σG(σ, t)|σ=0 =

=
(
ẏ, ẋ) ·

(
0, ẋ
)

+ 2V (x) = 2K
(
x(t), ẋ(t)

)
.

In another work of ours [8] we show how the total derivative condition
can be effectively used to compute families of functions g for which there
exists a third independent first integral, i.e., there is superintegrability.
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6. Local theorem of least Hamiltonian action

From this Section onward we will confine our attention to the Lagrangians
L(t, q, q̇) for which the Hessian matrix with respect to q̇ is positive definite:

∂2
q̇,q̇L(t, q, q̇) > 0 , (54)

which is called Legendre condition. The most classical case of this situation
is when L = T − V , where the kinetic energy T is a positive definite
quadratic form with respect to q̇, and the generalized potential energy V
has an affine dependency on q̇.

If L is of class C2 with respect to all variables and the strict Legendre
condition holds, in particular the Hessian matrix ∂2

q̇,q̇L is invertible, and
we are guaranteed that every natural motion is not just of class C1 (as was
minimally assumed in Section 3) but actually of class C2 with respect to
time. In fact, the Lagrange equation gives

∂q̇L
(
t, q(t), q̇(t)

)
= ∂q̇L

(
a, q(a), q̇(a)

)
+
∫ t

a
∂qL

(
ξ, q(ξ), q̇(ξ)

)
dξ . (55)

Since the Hessian is invertible, by the implicit function theorem we can
locally solve the equation

∂q̇L
(
t, q, q̇

)
= p (56)

and express q̇ as a C1 function of (t, q, p). If we replace p with the right-
hand side of (55), and q, q̇ with q(t), q̇(t), we see that the function t 7→ q̇(t)
is of class C1. We can then rewrite the Lagrange equations in a regular
form that is linear with respect to q̈:

∂2
q̇,q̇L q̈ + ∂2

q̇,qL q̇ + ∂t∂q̇L− ∂qL = 0 , (57)

where

(∂2
q̇,qL q̇)i =

∑
j

∂2L

∂q̇i∂qj
q̇j .

If we multiply equation (57) by the inverse of the Hessian matrix ∂2
q̇,qL we

further reduce the Lagrange equation into normal form.
Some special cases of what we have called Hamilton’s principle are re-

ferred to as “principle of least action” by some authors, as for example
Arnold [1]. We avoided using such expression, because it is meaningless for
such general Lagrangians as the ones in Section 3, and should be replaced
by principle of stationary action. The main result of this Section is to
prove that, when Legendre conditions holds, then we are partially justified
in talking of least action, in the sense that the solutions of the Lagrange
equation actually minimize the action (among small enough fixed-endpoints
variations), provided that the integration interval is small enough too. On
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arbitrary integration intervals the minimization is not guaranteed, as we
are going to see soon with a simple example.

Let us be more precise about what we mean by minimizing the action:

Definition 2. We will say that the Hamiltonian action SI has a fixed-
endpoints local minimum for the C1 topology at the motion q ∈ C1(I,Rn)
if there exists δ > 0 such that SI(q) ≤ SI(q + h) for all h ∈ C1

0 such
that ‖h‖C1 < δ. Later we will abbreviate and simply say that q minimizes
the action. The minimum will be called strict if SI(q) < SI(q + h) when
0 < ‖h‖C1 < δ.

In the Calculus of Variations the minima that we have just defined are
often called weak minima, and contrasted with strong minima, for which
the definition is the same, except that the condition ‖h‖C1 < δ is replaced
with ‖h‖C0 < δ. The adjectives “weak” and “strong” are due to the fact
that the neighbourhoods in the C1 topology are smaller than in the C0

topology. We will not mention or use strong minima again, but the reader
that has already met them should take some care not to confuse strong
minima with we call here strict minima.

It is obvious that minimum implies stationary. Contrary to what Le-
gendre (1786) thought, as mentioned for example by Troutman [13, sec. 9.8,
p. 320], the reverse is false even if we assume that L ∈ C2 and the strict
Legendre condition. As a simple example consider the harmonic oscillator

L(t, q, q̇) =
1
2
(q̇2 − q2), q̈ + q = 0 , (58)

its solution q(t) = sin t on the interval I = [0, 3π/2], and the variation
h(t) = t(t−3π/2), that vanishes at the endpoints of I. The action on q+λh
is elementary to compute:

SI(q + λh) =
∫ 3π

2

0
L
(
t, q(t) + λh(t), q̇(t) + λḣ(t)

)
dt =

= − λ2 · 9π3

640
(9π2 − 40) .

Since 9π2 > 40, the action SI has a strict maximum at the motion q
if restricted to the straight line going through q in the direction h. In
particular, it cannot possibly be a minimum according to the Definition 2.
It can be proved that, if we restrict the interval to J = [0, b] with 0 < b < π,
the Hamiltonian action SJ has indeed a strict minimum at q.

There is a theory, called of the “conjugate points”, that explains very
elegantly the counterexample we have just seen. We will not touch further
on this topic, except by observing that all the solutions of q̈ + q = 0 such
that q(0) = 0 will also vanish at π.
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Let us finally come to main result that we announced:

Theorem 3 (Local least Hamiltonian action). Suppose that L is C2 on an
open set Ω ⊆ R × Rn × Rn, I0 is a compact interval, q : I0 → Rn is C1

and such that (t, q(t), q̇(t)) ∈ Ω for all t ∈ I0. Suppose that the symmetric
matrix ∂2

q̇,q̇L is positive definite on Ω. Suppose finally that q : I0 → Rn is
stationary for SI0. Then there exists a > 0 such that, for any subinterval I
shorter than a, the restriction of q to I is a strict minimum for SI .

Let us introduce the following quadratic form on C1
0 (I,Rn), called the

second variation of SI

S′′I (q)[h, h] =
∫

I

(
h(t) · ∂2

q,qL h(t) +

+ 2ḣ(t) · ∂2
q̇,qL h(t) + ḣ(t) · ∂2

q̇,q̇L ḣ(t)
)
dt , (59)

where the matrices ∂2
q,qL, ∂2

q̇,qL, ∂2
q̇,q̇L are evaluated at (t, q(t), q̇(t)). The ex-

pression for the second variation is obtained by taking the second derivative
of the scalar function λ 7→ SI(q+λ) at λ = 0, using the theorems on deriva-
tion under the integral sign, and using the symmetry x·∂2

q,q̇L y = y ·∂2
q̇,qL x.

The proof of the theorem will need the next three lemmas.

Lemma 1. If h ∈ C1
0 (I), then

‖h‖L2(I) ≤
|I|√

2
‖ḣ‖L2(I).

Proof. Let I = [a, b]. Since h(a) = 0 we can write h(t) = h(a)+
∫ t
a ḣ =

∫ t
a ḣ,

whence ‖h(t)‖ ≤
∫ t
a‖ḣ(s)‖ds, and, using Schwarz inequality,

‖h(t)‖ ≤
√
t− a

(∫ t

a
‖ḣ(s)‖2ds

)1/2
≤
√
t− a‖ḣ‖L2(I) ,

so that

‖h‖2
L2(I) =

∫ b

a
‖h(t)‖2dt ≤ ‖ḣ‖2

L2(I)

∫ b

a
(t− a)dt =

(b− a)2

2
‖ḣ‖2

L2(I) ,

whence the result by taking square roots. �

Lemma 2 (Remainder for 2nd order Taylor). Suppose that L is C2 on an
open set Ω ⊆ R × Rn × Rn, I0 is a compact interval, q : I0 → Rn is C1

and such that (t, q(t), q̇(t)) ∈ Ω for all t ∈ I0. Let ε > 0. Then there exists
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δ > 0 such that for all compact subintervals I ⊆ I0 and for all h ∈ C1
0 (I),

if ‖h‖C1(I) < δ then∣∣∣SI(q + h)− SI(q)−A′I(q)[h]−A′′I (q)[h, h]
∣∣ ≤ ε

( |I0|2
2

+ 1
)
‖ḣ‖2

L2(I) .

Proof. Ω is open in R×Rn ×Rn and it contains the image of the compact
set I0 through the continuous mapping t 7→ (t, q(t), q̇(t)). By (uniform)
continuity of the second derivatives of L, there exists δ > 0 such that if
t ∈ I0, x, y ∈ Rn and ‖x‖+ ‖y‖ < δ, then (t, q(t) + x, q(t) + y) ∈ Ω and∥∥∥∂2

q̇,q̇L
(
t, q(t) + x, q̇(t) + y

)
− ∂2

q̇,q̇L
(
t, q(t), q̇(t)

)∥∥∥ < ε,∥∥∥∂2
q̇,qL

(
t, q(t) + x, q̇(t) + y

)
− ∂2

q̇,qL
(
t, q(t), q̇(t)

)∥∥∥ < ε,∥∥∥∂2
q,qL

(
t, q(t) + x, q̇(t) + y

)
− ∂2

q,qL
(
t, q(t), q̇(t)

)∥∥∥ < ε.

Let I be a compact subinterval of I0, and h ∈ C1
0 (I) such that ‖h‖C1(I) < δ.

The mapping λ 7→ SI = (q+λh) turns out to be C2 in [0, 1] because we can
take the derivative under the integral sign, and Taylor’s formula applies:

SI(q + h) = SI(q) +A′I(q)[h] +
1
2
A′′I (q + ξh)[h, h] =

= SI(q) +A′I(q)[h] +
1
2
A′′I (q)[h, h] +

+
1
2

(
A′′I (q + ξh)[h, h]−A′′I (q)[h, h]

) (60)

for some constant ξ ∈ [0, 1]. We can estimate the remainder as
1
2

∣∣∣A′′I (q + ξh)[h, h]−A′′I (q)[h, h]
∣∣∣ ≤

≤ 1
2
ε‖ḣ‖2

L2(I) + ε

∫
I
‖h(t)‖ · ‖ḣ(t)‖dt+

1
2
ε‖h‖2

L2(I) ≤

≤ 1
2
ε‖ḣ‖2

L2(I) + ε‖h‖L2(I) · ‖ḣ‖L2(I) +
1
2
ε‖h‖2

L2(I) =

=
ε

2

(
‖h‖L2(I) + ‖ḣ‖L2(I)

)2
≤ ε
(
‖h‖2

L2(I) + ‖ḣ‖2
L2(I)

)
≤

≤ ε
( |I|2

2
+ 1
)
‖ḣ‖2

L2(I).

�

Lemma 3 (Estimate of the 2nd variation). Suppose that L is C2 on an
open set Ω ⊆ R × Rn × Rn, I0 is a compact interval, q : I0 → Rn is C1
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and such that (t, q(t), q̇(t)) ∈ Ω for all t ∈ I0. Suppose that the symmetric
matrix ∂2

q̇,q̇L is positive definite on Ω. Then there exist constants α, β > 0
such that for all compact subintervals I ⊆ I0 and for all h ∈ C1

0 (I)

S′′I (q)[h, h] ≥
(
α− β

( |I|√
2

+
|I|2

2

))
‖ḣ‖2

L2(I)

Proof. Define the following matrix-valued functions:

ϕ1(t) = ∂2
q̇,q̇L

(
t, q(t), q̇(t)

)
, ϕ2(t) = ∂2

q,q̇L
(
t, q(t), q̇(t)

)
,

ϕ3(t) = ∂2
q,qL

(
t, q(t), q̇(t)

)
.

By compactness and continuity, there exist α, β > 0 be such that

y · ϕ1(t)y ≥ α‖y‖2,∣∣y · ϕ2(t)z
∣∣ ≤ β‖y‖ · ‖z‖,

∣∣y · ϕ3(t)y
∣∣ ≤ β‖y‖2

for all t ∈ I0, y, z ∈ Rn. Then for all compact subintervals I ⊆ I0 and for
all h ∈ C1

0 (I)

S′′I (q)[h, h] =
∫

I

(
ḣ(t) · ϕ1(t)ḣ(t) +

+ 2ḣ(t) · ϕ2(t)h(t) + h(t) · ϕ3(t)h(t)
)
dt ≥

≥ α‖ḣ‖2
L2(I) − β

(
‖ḣ‖L2(I)‖h‖L2(I) + ‖h‖2

L2(I)

)
≥

≥ α‖ḣ‖2
L2(I) − β

( |I|√
2

+
|I|2

2

)
‖ḣ‖2

L2(I) .

�

Proof. (Of the local least action theorem) Let α, β > 0 be as in Lemma 3.
Choose c > 0 small enough so that

α

2
− β

( a√
2

+
a2

2

)
> 0 .

Let ε > 0 be such that

ε
( |I0|2

2
+ 1
)
≤ α

2
.

Let δ > 0 be associated to ε by Lemma 2. Let I be a subinterval of I0 with
length ≤ c, and h ∈ C1

0 (I) such that 0 < ‖h‖C1(I) < δ. Then again using
Taylor’s formula (60)

SI(q + h) = SI(q) +A′I(q)[h] +
1
2
A′′I (q + ξh)[h, h] =
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= SI(q) +
1
2
A′′I (q)[h, h] +

+
1
2

(
A′′I (q + ξh)[h, h]−A′′I (q)[h, h]

)
≥

≥ SI(q) +
(
α− β

( |I|√
2

+
|I|2

2

))
‖ḣ‖2

L2(I) −

− ε
( |I0|2

2
+ 1
)
‖ḣ‖2

L2(I) ≥

≥ SI(q) +
(
α

2
− β

( |I|√
2

+
|I|2

2

))
‖ḣ‖2

L2(I) ≥

≥ SI(q) +
(
α

2
− β

( c√
2

+
c2

2

))
‖ḣ‖2

L2(I) >

> SI(q) .

We conclude that the restriction of q to I is a weak strong minimum for SI .
�

7. Geodesics and Jacobi Lagrangians

Let us consider a conservative Lagrangian of the form

L
(
q, q̇
)

=
1
2
q̇ ·G(q)q̇ − U(q), (61)

where the potential energy U is of class C1 on an open set D ⊆ Rn and
G ∈ C1 is a matrix-valued function on D. The term q̇ · G(q)q̇/2 is the ki-
netic energy. Each matrix G(q) is assumed symmetric and positive definite:
G(q) = G(q)T > 0. This is the Lagrangian of a system with smooth con-
straints and subject to forces that are time-independent gradients. What
we are going to say can be easily generalized to Riemannian manifolds,
where G(q) is the matrix of the components of the metric tensor in a local
chart. In the sequel we will call metric the matrix field G.

Although within our assumptions the Lagrangian (61) is only C1 with
respect to q, the reasoning that we made at the beginning of Section 6
can be repeated to show that here too the natural motions are C2 and the
Lagrange equation can be rewritten into the following normal form

q̈ = −Γ(q)[q̇, q̇]−G(q)−1∇U(q), (62)
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where ∇ is the gradient operator, and for each q the mapping Γ(q) : Rn ×
Rn → Rn, (u, v) 7→ Γ(q)[u, v], is a symmetric bilinear form whose compo-
nents are called Christoffel symbols

Γk
ij =

1
2

n∑
l=1

G−1
kl

(
∂iGjl + ∂jGil − ∂lGij

)
, (63)

(
Γ(q)[u, v]

)
k

=
n∑

i,j=1

Γ(q)k
ijuivj . (64)

The Lagrangian is time-independent, bringing along the energy first in-
tegral

E(q, q̇) = ∂q̇L(q, q̇) · q̇ − L(q, q̇) =
1
2
q̇ ·G(q)q̇ + U(q), (65)

which is the sum of kinetic and potential energy.
Specially notable is the case when U(q) ≡ 0, that is, when the La-

grangian coincides with the kinetic energy. The solutions to the Lagrange
equation (62) are then called geodesics for the metric G. Otherwise said,
the geodesics are for which the Hamiltonian action functional

SI(q) =
1
2

∫
I
q̇(t) ·G

(
q(t)

)
q̇(t) dt, (66)

is stationary, or, even more, the motions that actually minimize it when I
is small enough, as we saw in Section 6. In Riemann geometry the geodesic
equation q̈ = −Γ(q)[q̇, q̇] represents the Levi-Civita parallel transport of the
tangent vector.

In the sequel we will concentrate on geodesics, until the last section on the
Jacobi metric, when we will see how the natural motions for a Lagrangian
of the form (61) are closely tied to suitable geodesics. This is the reason
why we propose the following terminology.

Definition 3. The Lagrangians of the form L(q, q̇) = 1
2 q̇ · G(q)q̇ − U(q),

where the G(q) are symmetric, positive definite matrices, will be called Ja-
cobi Lagrangians.

These are the same as what some authors call “natural” Lagrangians,
whilst others use the word “natural” to refer to a wider set, that includes
for example Foucault’s pendulum.

7.1. Geodesics and stationary arc length. In the G metric, the length
of a C1 curve q : [a, b] → D ⊆ Rn is given by

`[a,b](q) =
∫ b

a

√
q̇(t) ·G

(
q(t)

)
q̇(t) dt . (67)
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If the radicand q̇(t) · G
(
q(t)

)
q̇(t) happens to be identically 1 for all t ∈

[a, b] then t will be called an arc length parameter. More generally, if the
radicand is a positive constant we will say that the curve is parameterized
proportionally to the arc length.

We are going to study how the length functional is related to the geodesics,
whose Lagrangian and differential equation are

L(q, q̇) =
1
2
q̇ ·G(q)q̇ , q̈ = −Γ(q)[q̇, q̇] . (68)

The energy first integral (65) in this situation reduces to the kinetic energy,
which means that the (nonconstant) geodesics are always parameterized
proportionally to the arc length.

Since the right-hand side of the geodesic equation q̈ = −Γ(q)[q̇, q̇] is
homogeneous with respect to q̇, whenever q(t) is a solution and t0, c ∈ R,
also t 7→ q(t0 + ct) is a geodesic motion. Reparameterizations other than
the affine ones are not admitted, because the geodesic equation has unique
solution once q, q̇ are known at a given time.

We claim that the geodesics are also solutions to the variational problem
associated to the length functional (67). That is, they make stationary the
Hamiltonian action associated to the arc length Lagrangian

L(q, q̇) =
√
q̇ ·G(q)q̇ =

√
2L(q, q̇) , (69)

in addition, of course, to the action associated to the kinetic energy La-
grangian L. In fact, let q(t) be a geodesic motion. Thanks to the fact that
L is constant with respect to t along q, we can write

d

dt
∂q̇L − ∂qL =

d

dt

( ∂q̇L√
2L

)
− ∂qL√

2L
= (70)

=
1√
2L

( d
dt
∂q̇L− ∂qL

)
, (71)

and the last member (71) vanishes identically because q(t) is a geodesic.
We conclude that q solves also the Lagrange equation associated to L.

The reverse is not true: the curves that make the length functional `
are many more than the geodesics. Notice in fact that L is positive ho-
mogeneous of degree 1 with respect to q̇, which implies that any repa-
rameterization of a stationary curve will be stationary too. In details, let
τ : J → I = [a, b] be a C1 increasing diffeomorphism, and q : I → D be any
C1 function. Then

`I(q) =
∫

I
L
(
q(t), q̇(t)

)
dt =

∫
J
L
(
q(t), q̇(t)

)∣∣∣
t=τ(ξ)

τ ′(ξ)dξ = `J(q ◦ τ).
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If q is stationary for `I , then for all h ∈ C1
0 (J,Rn)

d

dλ
`J(q ◦ τ + λh) =

d

dλ
`J(q ◦ τ + λh ◦ τ−1 ◦ τ) =

d

dλ
`I(q + λh ◦ τ−1) = 0

so that q ◦ τ is stationary too.
Take now a q that is stationary for the length functional, and for which

q̇ never vanishes. We say that q is a reparameterization of a geodesic.
Consider in fact the parameter, proportional to the arc length,

σ(t) =
1
c

∫ t

a
L
(
q(ξ), q̇(ξ)

)
dξ

with c 6= 0, and consider the reparameterization q̃ = q ◦ σ−1. We can write

˙̃q
(
σ(t)

)L(q(t), q̇(t))
c

= q̇(t) , L
(
q̃(σ(t)), ˙̃q(σ(t))

)
= c2/2 .

Hence the mapping s 7→ L(q̃(s), ˙̃q(s)) is constant, and the computation (70–
71), read backward with s, q̃, ˙̃q replacing t, q, q̇, shows that q̃ is a geodesic.
If we take c = `I(q) then q̃ is defined on [0, 1]. Another interesting choice
is c = L(q(a), q̇(a)), because it gives σ̇(a) = 1 and ˙̃q(0) = q̇(a).

If the reparameterizations do not change the stationarity for the length
functional, they will also leave invariant the property of being solutions
to the associated Lagrange equation. A consequence is that the Cauchy
problems for that differential equation do not have unique solution. In fact,
if we start with a solution and we apply an arbitrary change of parameter τ
for which τ(t0) = t0 and τ ′(t0) = 1, the result is a different solution,
although the initial data at the time t0 are the same.

Increasing the regularity of the mapping q 7→ G(q) from C1 to C2 would
not help recover uniqueness, because the obstacle lies in the fact that the
Lagrange equation for `I cannot be written in normal form. In fact, starting
from the fact that λL(q, q̇) = L(q, λq̇) for all λ > 0, taking the derivative
with respect to λ at λ = 1 we obtain L(q, q̇) = ∂q̇L(q, q̇) · q̇, which implies
that

∂q̇L(q, q̇) = ∂q̇L(q, q̇) + ∂2
q̇,q̇L(q, q̇)q̇,

so that the Hessian matrix ∂2
q̇,q̇L(q, q̇) cannot be invertible.

7.2. Geodesics and Noether’s theorem. We are going to study two
geodesic problems in the framework of first integrals and Noether’s theorem.

7.2.1. Logarithmic geodesics. In R2 define the metric G(x, y) = ( 1 0
0 1 )e2x

with its associate Lagrangian

L(q, q̇) =
1
2
e2q1(q̇21 + q̇22). (72)
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This system has two obvious symmetries: invariance by time translations
and by vertical translations. Noether’s theorem supplies the two associated
first integrals: L(q, q̇), e2q1 q̇2.

To find hidden symmetries it is convenient to identify R2 with the com-
plex plane C and q(t) with the complex-valued curve z(t) = q1(t) + iq2(t).
The Lagrangian along z(t) takes the form

L(z(t), ż(t)) =
1
2

∣∣ż(t)ez(t)
∣∣2 =

1
2

∣∣∣ d
dt
ez(t)

∣∣∣2.
For a given z(t) defined in a neighbourhood of t0, there is invariance of the
Lagrangian under the following three-parameter family of curves:

zσ(t) = zσ1,σ2,σ3(t) = log
(
σ1 + iσ2 + eiσ3ez(t)

)
, (73)

where we choose a branch of the complex logarithm that is regular in a
neighbourhood of ez(t0). In fact z0(t) = z(t) for all t close enough to t0, and

d

dt
ezσ(t) =

d

dt

(
σ1 + iσ2 + eiσ3ez(t)

)
= eiσ3

d

dt
ez(t) ,

so that

L
(
zσ(t), żσ(t)

)
=

1
2

∣∣∣ d
dt
ezσ(t)

∣∣∣2 =
1
2

∣∣∣eiσ3
d

dt
ez(t)

∣∣∣2 = L
(
z(t), ż(t)

)
.

To find the associate first integrals, let us start with σ1:
∂

∂σ1
zσ1,0,0(t)

∣∣∣
σ1=0

=
1

σ1 + ez(t)

∣∣∣
σ1=0

= e−z(t) = e−q1(t)
(
cos q2(t)−i sin q2(t)

)
.

Hence, along the geodesics the following quantity is conserved:

∂q̇L(q, q̇) · ∂σ1qσ1,0,0(t)|σ1=0 = e2q1(q̇1, q̇2) · e−q1
(
cos q2,− sin q2

)
=

= eq1
(
q̇1 cos q2 − q̇2 sin q2

)
= <(ez ż) = <

( d
dt
ez(t)

)
.

With similar calculations with σ2 we arrive at the conservation of = d
dte

z(t).
We deduce that d

dte
z(t) is a complex-valued first integral. From this we can

deduce an explicit formula for all geodesics:

z(t) = z(0) + log
(
1 + tż(0)

)
, (74)

where we take the principal branch of the complex logarithm. The geodesics
are global in time, except when ż(0) is a nonzero real number.

We leave it as an exercise to find what first integral is associated to the
parameter σ3, and what relations (if any) hold among all these constants
of motion.
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Figure 1. To the left, geodesics through the origin for the
Lagrangian (72), which are the complex logarithm of the
straight lines through (1, 0) (right).

An interesting feature of this example is the following: since the principal
complex logarithm has imaginary part between −π and π, there are no
geodesics that connect two points in the plane whose vertical distance is
larger than 2π. For example, as illustrated in the left half of Figure 1, no
geodesic that goes through the origin ever exits the stripe −π < =z < π.

The Lagrange equations for the Lagrangian (72) are

e2q1(q̈1 + q̇21 − q̇22) = 0 , e2q1(q̈2 + 2q̇1q̇2) = 0 , (75)

and they are equivalent to z̈+ ż2 = 0, a differential equation that is readily
solved. However, we wanted to show a Noetherian point of view, at the
expense of speed.

7.2.2. Poincaré’s half-plane. Our second example is Poincaré’s half-plane,
a classical model for Lobachevsky’s hyperbolic geometry, that historically
came after equivalent models by Klein and, earlier, by Beltrami. It is the
half-plane D = {(x, y) ∈ R2 : y > 0} endowed with the metric defined by
G(x, y) = ( 1 0

0 1 )/y2, so that the Lagrangian is

L(q, q̇) =
q̇21 + q̇22

2q22
. (76)

This L has three obvious symmetries: it is time-independent, it is invariant
by dilations q 7→ eσq, and it is also invariant by horizontal translations.
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The associated first integrals by Noether’s theorem are
q̇21 + q̇22

2q22
= a,

q1q̇1 + q2q̇2
q22

= b ,
q̇1
q22

= c , (77)

with a > 0 for nonconstant geodesics. When c = 0 we see that the tra-
jectory is a vertical straight line. For c 6= 0, with the following algebraic
manipulation we can eliminate q̇1, q̇2 from these equations. Solving the
third equation for q̇1 and replacing into the others, we have

c2q42 + q̇22
2q22

= a, cq1 +
q̇2
q2

= b .

Solving for q̇2 in this last equation, replacing into the preceding one and
simplifying, we obtain

(q1 − b/c)2 + q22 = R2 , dove R :=
√

2a/|c| ,
which will be recognized as the equation of a circle with its center on the
horizontal axis.

On Poincaré’s half-plane every couple of points is connected by a geo-
desic. Figure 2 shows that given a geodesic r and a point P outside, there
exist infinitely many geodesics through P that does not cross r. It is a
property that replaces Euclid’s parallel postulate.

Having found the geodesic trajectories, we can calculate explicitly their
parameterization. When c = 0 the motion is a straight vertical line with
exponential parameterization q2(t) = q2(0)ebt. For the semicircles, intro-
ducing the polar angle θ(t), we can write

q1(t) = b/c+R cos θ(t) , q2(t) = R sin θ(t) . (78)

From q̇1 = cq22 we get that −Rθ̇ sin θ = cR2 sin2 θ and θ̇ = −cR sin θ, which
is readily solved, giving

θ(t) = 2 arctan ecR(t0−t) , (79)
where r0 is an integration constant, whose meaning is the instant when
θ(t0) = π/2, and is related to the constants of motion (77) by q1(t0) = b/c.

7.3. Jacobi metric. It is very interesting to interpret some aspects of a
mechanical problem within a geodesic framework. This is possible for what
we called Jacobi Lagrangians, that is, for the Lagrangians of the form

L(q, q̇) :=
1
2
q̇ ·G(q)q̇ − U(q) , q ∈ D = D◦ ⊆ Rn, q̇ ∈ Rn. (80)

As we noted, along the solutions to the Lagrange equation the energy is
preserved

1
2
q̇ ·G(q)q̇ + U(q) ≡ E . (81)
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r
P

Figure 2. Geodesics in Poincaré’s half-plane.

Let us concentrate our attention to the class of solutions on the same given
energy level E ∈ R. Then further restrict to the (parts of) solutions that
live in the open set DE := {x ∈ D | U(x) < E}.

As an example, for the harmonic oscillator with Lagrangian L(q, q̇) =
(q̇2 − q2)/2, and for the energy level E = 1/2, the set DE is the space
interval (−1, 1), and the motion q(t) = cos t will have to be restricted to
the time intervals (mπ,mπ + π), with m ∈ Z.

To the Lagrangian (80) and to the energy level E we associate the Jacobi
metric with parameter E , which is the matrix field

x 7→ (E − U(x))G(x) (82)

on the open set DE . The new Lagrangian associated to the Jacobi metric
is

JE(q, q̇) :=
1
2
(
E − U(q)

)
q̇ ·G(q)q̇ , (q, q̇) ∈ DE × Rn. (83)

The geodesics for the Jacobi metric are the solution of the differential equa-
tion

d

dt
∂q̇JE

(
q(t), q̇(t)

)
− ∂qJE

(
q(t), q̇(t)

)
= 0.

The final result that we are going to present is that the natural motions
for the Lagrangian L on the energy level E that live in DE coincide, up
to reparameterizations, with the geodesics of JE . We stress that this gives
information about the trajectories of the natural motions, and not on how
they are parameterized.

Theorem 4. Let D be a nonempty open set in Rn, let E ∈ R be a constant,
and let U : D → R be a C1 function such that U(q) < E for all q ∈ D.
Let G(q) be a symmetric, positive definite matrix, depending in a C1 way
on q ∈ D. Consider the two Lagrangians:

L(q, q̇) :=
1
2
q̇ ·G(q)q̇ − U(q), JE(q, q̇) :=

1
2
(
E − U(q)

)
q̇ ·G(q)q̇ . (84)
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Then a suitable reparameterization will turn a motion in D that is natural
for L and has energy E, into a nonconstant motion that is natural for JE ,
and vice versa.

Proof. In the proof we will use the arc length Lagrangian associated to the
Jacobi metric

LE(q, q̇) :=
√

2JE(q, q̇) =
√(

E − U(q)
)
q̇ ·G(q)q̇ , (q, q̇) ∈ D × Rn ,

and the relations between JE and LE that were discussed in Subsection 7.1.
Let q(t) be a C1 motion inD that is stationary for the Hamiltonian action

defined by L, and has energy E . Because of conservation of energy (81),
along the motion we can write

LE
(
q(t), q̇(t)

)
=
√

(E − U(q))q̇ ·G(q)q̇ =

√
1
2
(
q̇ ·G(q)q̇

)2 =

=
1√
2
q̇ ·G(q)q̇ =

√
2
(
E − U(q)

)
> 0 ,

since U < E in D. Using these relations, again along the motion q(t) we
have that

d

dt
∂q̇LE − ∂qLE =

d

dt

(∂q̇JE
LE

)
− ∂qJE

LE
= (85)

=
d

dt

((E − U(q)
)
G(q)q̇

LE

)
−

−
(
E − U(q)

)
∂q

(
q̇ ·G(q)q̇

)
LE

+

+
1
2

(
q̇ ·G(q)q̇

)
∇U(q)

LE
=

=
1√
2

( d
dt

(
G(q)q̇

)
− ∂q

(
q̇ ·G(q)q̇

)
+∇U(q)

)
=

=
1√
2

( d
dt
∂q̇L− ∂qL

)
. (86)

This last member (86) vanishes identically because of the Lagrange equa-
tion for L. Hence the motion q(t) is a solution to the Lagrange equation
for LE too, and it stationary for the Hamiltonian action associated with LE .
Moreover, q̇ never vanishes, because the kinetic energy is E − U > 0 on D.
For a general fact that we saw in subsection 7.1, there exists a reparame-
terization of q(t) that is a geodesic for the Jacobi metric.

Conversely, let q̃ : I → D be a nonconstant geodesic for JE . We know
that any of its reparameterization will be stationary for the arc length
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Lagrangian LE , that is, it will make the left-hand side of (85) vanish iden-
tically. We claim that there is a particular reparameterization that has the
energy constantly equal to E , that is, it satisfies condition (81). In fact,
write the reparameterization as q(t) = q̃(τ(t)) and let us impose the energy
level:

E ≡ 1
2
q̇ ·G(q)q̇ + U(q) =

=
1
2
τ̇(t)2 ˙̃q(τ(t)) ·G(q̃(τ(t))) ˙̃q(τ(t)) + U

(
q̃(τ(t))

)
.

We can solve the equation for τ̇(t) and obtain

τ̇(t) = ±

√
2

E − U
(
q̃(τ(t))

)
˙̃q(τ(t)) ·G(q̃(τ(t))) ˙̃q(τ(t))

which is an autonomous scalar differential equation of the first order in the
unknown function τ(t), choosing the sign + or− according to our preference
for an increasing or a decreasing change of parameter. The variables in the
differential equation can be separated and therefore there exists a solution
in the large τ : J → I, τ(J) = I (unique up to time translations). We
end up with a q(t) that makes the term (85) vanish identically and that
satisfies (81). We can then follow the calculations backward from (86)
to (85) and reach the conclusion that q(t) solves the Lagrange equation
for L, as desired. �

The reader can find alternative, geometric approaches in the books by
Oliva [12, sec. 5.2] and Marsden and Ratiu [11, sec. 7.7].
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